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Caught between the Rock of financial regulation and the Hard Place which CSR 

[corporate social responsibility] has become, many mining MNEs are being pushed to conduct 

business in more transparent, sustainable, ethical ways.  Mining CSR is judged, predominantly, 

through the lens of sustainable development; since the turn of the century CSR governance has 

hardened around multilateral codes such as the United Nations’ Global Compact and Sustainable 

Development Goals [SDGs], under certification and reporting schemes such as Global Reporting 

Initiative and the Publish-what-you-pay program, and through pressure from local communities, 

NGOs, home and host governments and mining industry bodies such as the International Council 

for Mining and Minerals.  These governance initiatives form a tightening web of monitoring, 

reporting and disciplining. 

“Finance” – bankers, investment firms and financial regulatory/governance bodies and 

legislation – has gained increased capacity to monitor through three channels:  first, extractive 

MNEs’ with headquarters, business operations, or banking relationships in the US or Europe 

have fallen under banking regulations such as Dodd-Frank [US] and the Markets in Financial 

Instruments Directive II [“MiFID”, Europe]; second, compelled to monitor through MiFID, 

Dodd-Frank and OECD requirements, global banks withhold and allocate capital; third, 

investment firms are using ESG [Environmental, Social, and Governance] data analytics to 

monitor mining MNEs’ sustainable development efforts to better-allocate capital, thereby 

punishing miscreants by withholding investment. 

I make an inductive argument by interweaving concepts and data from extractive industry 

economics, international business, socio-economics and law & finance to propose effects of this 

Rock and Hard Place analogic construct.  These effects vary, based upon which countries 

provide the headquarters, mining sites and financing centers for mining companies. Some mining 

companies headquartered in less transparent countries may resist sustainable development 

pressures, but their capital requirements and the power of more interventionist governments 

elsewhere may restrict where they can do business.  This research impacts governance policies 

for mining MNEs, the capacity of the US and Europe to extend regulation across borders, host 

government  and local community impacts on sustainable development in mining, and emergent 

literatures in governance and business regarding how financial institutions positively affect 

sustainable development through ESG analytics.


